- Case Study -

Neutrogena Delivers Highly Targeted
Anti-Pollution Campaign

About Neutrogena
Neutrogena is a global skincare, hair care and
cosmetics company headquartered in Los Angeles.
Their products are distributed in more than 70
countries and the brand has been part of the wider
Johnson & Johnson family since 1994. Neutrogena

recently turned their attention to air pollution and the
devastating impact it can have on the skin.

Neutrogena's Goals

“Rejuvenate” Product Line With

Outpace Competitors by Educating

Personalize Messaging Based on

Anti-Pollution Skincare Campaign



Consumers



the Environment



Facing a 4-year decline in product

When it’s a hot summer’s day, we know

In order to deliver a campaign that would

it’s important to wear sunscreen & a hat.

be memorable and hard to forget,

With air pollution, it’s harder to know

Neutrogena wanted to tailor their

when and why we need to protect

messaging in a personal way based on

ourselves. Neutrogena found only 1% of

the actual environmental context of their

beauty brands were answering calls for

audience. But they were also working

anti-pollution skin protection - so they set

with a lower marketing budget - so they

out to fill this gap in the market and

had to get creative.

sales, the Neutrogena team looked to
inject new life into their product line
with an engaging marketing
campaign focused on their new antipollution “Deep Clean” skincare
product.


educate their key audiences.

The Solution

01
200+ Personalized, Location-Specific Air Quality Video
Adverts



Neutrogena partnered with Spirable, an award-winning video
marketing agency, to launch a marketing campaign for their new
anti-pollution skincare product, creating 200+ video versions with
messages that would be unique to the individual user based on
their actual air pollution exposure.

 

Watch the video!

02
Delivering the Right Message at the Right Time in the
People

Place

Moment

Right Place



Spirable realized BreezoMeter’s real-time & location-specific Air
Quality API could help pinpoint Neutrogena’s audience and

dynamically match the right messages to their targeted audiences
Pollution
heat maps

in an innovative way. By knowing which pollutants consumers were
exposed to in real-time, they could tailor their messages
accordingly. 



(Interest)

(City)

(Pollution Level)

BreezoMeter was essential for the success of this campaign.
Information provided with a delay or zoomed-out resolution would

not have given the level of personalization needed.

03
Translating Air Quality using Memorable & Interactive
Visualizations



Given the complicated nature of air pollution, Spirable knew a
visual campaign would be more impactful than one which relied on
numbers and a lot of scientific information. Spirable made use of
highly visual assets to translate air pollution’s impact on skin into
an easily understandable visual language for consumers.



By revealing the connection between air pollution exposure and
regular activities, Neutrogena and Spirable powerfully
communicated the dynamic nature of air pollution and the
relevance of Deep Clean anti-pollution skincare products for daily
life.

The Results

How Did Neutrogena Benefit?

2x Increase in Campaign

Declining Product Sales to 11%

Engagement with 10% Less

Growth



No.1 Ecommerce Brand in Korea



Neutrogena jumped to become the

Budget



By using air quality data for pinpointed
targeting, the Neutrogena campaign
delivered a 60% record-breaking ViewThrough rate (VTR) and a 2x increase in

The huge engagement resulting from

Number One eCommerce brand in Korea

this anti-pollution skincare marketing

for their category. Their Deep Clean

campaign enabled Neutrogena to

Foaming Cleanser won several beauty

transform a 4-year decline in product

awards and was selected as top editor’s

sales to 11% growth.

pick by Marie Claire Korea’s 2018 Smart
Beauty Awards. The product was also

engagement - despite a 10% decrease

rated number one in its class in a blind

in budget spend.




test by industry professionals, beating 5
other best-selling face cleansers.


"Neutrogena’s success highlights the considerable benefits of data-driven
advertising based on the environment for all kinds of industry & products."
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